Online webinar

Stronger connected - youth
leadership and collaboration
for powerful conservation
impacts
Wednesday, February 17h,
9:00 am - 10:30 am CT
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm UTC

Online, via Zoom
Register in advance

How can global initiatives empower youth to spread their message and have greater
representation in conservation and advocacy efforts? How can we ensure effective
partnerships among different youth-led organisations?
Rainforest Partnership and HIRED Consult have teamed up to bring you this online event
in support of the UN Youth Environment Assembly. Through a blend of presentations, panel
discussions and Q+A sessions, the audience will get to learn how our youth is engaging with
and and championing for conservation, climate and sustainability by uniting their efforts and
amplifying their voices in global environmental initiatives. Panelists representing youth-led
initiatives such as Gen Z for the Trees, World Rainforest Day, Amigos de Sian Ka'an and
Thriving Corals will be sharing with the audience factors of success, lessons learned and
key ingredients for successful collaboration and meaningful conservation impact!

Agenda

10 min

Welcome and introduction

10 min

Mini videos

20 min

Speakers session - youth engagement in international organisations, with:
Niyanta Spelman, CEO, Rainforest Partnership (10 min)
John Aggrey, CEO, HIRED Consult (10 min)

5 min

Q&A

20 min

Panel discussion, interview format, with:
Roshan Khan, Team leader, Gen Z for the Trees
Nia Gorbunova, Coordinator, World Rainforest Day
Zuzanna Witek, Founder, Thriving Corals
Mireya Carrillo Garcia, Project coordinator, Amigos de Sian Ka’an
Nori Velázquez Juárez, Project coordinator, Amigos de Sian Ka’an

20 min

Discussion with the audience

5 min

Wrap up and closing remarks

This event has been prepared as support to:

Meet the speakers!
Niyanta Spelman, Founder and CEO, Rainforest Partnership
Niyanta knew from an early age that she wanted her life’s work to focus on protecting tropical
rainforests. In 2007, she began conducting extensive research and holding in-depth conversations
with about 200 people. The idea for Rainforest Partnership crystallized, followed by a business plan
– a rarity for a nonprofit. The inspiration became a collective vision with the selection of a founding
board, and RP was born on December 17, 2007. Niyanta now leads a dedicated team in Peru,
Texas, and elsewhere in fulfilling RP’s mission to protect tropical rainforests.

John Aggrey, CEO, Hired Consult
A versatile social entrepreneur, John has experience in the fields of business development,
diplomacy, consultancy, communications, SDGs advocacy and project management. He is an
African Young Leadership Fellow and Africa Changemaker Fellow 2018, UN World Environment Day
Hero 2019 award recipient and a Climate Reality Leader 2020. When he’s not changing the world,
John is tending to his backyard garden and acting as Chef for his family.

Nia Gorbunova, Coordinator, World Rainforest Day
Nia is a recent graduate of the University of Vermont, where she was involved in research on
sustainable agriculture and alternative seed systems. At 23 years old, she’s lived in Tbilisi, Georgia;
Moscow, Russia; Vermont, and Wisconsin, and has made a habit of exploring the interactions of
communities with their landscapes, both urban and natural. As a World Rainforest Day co-organizer,
she is able to focus on conservation while connecting with the movers and shakers protecting our
planet.

Roshan Khan, Team Leader, Gen Z for the Trees
Rosie is a 19-year-old junior at The University of Texas at Austin, quintuple-majoring in Plan II
Honors, Government, Economics, Chinese, and International Relations and Global Studies. She has
been with Rainforest Partnership as the leader of Gen Z for the Trees since June 2020. She also
works as an undergraduate researcher in economics, and was a U.S. Department of State Critical
Language Scholar. She hopes to be both a public servant and a novelist, to turn her solarpunk vision
of the world into reality. She loves traveling, practicing wushu, and plotting to make policy kinder to
people and the planet.

Zuzanna Witek, Founder, Thriving Corals
Zuzanna is a high school sophomore from Poland. She is passionate about the underwater world
and using science and art connections in education. Her interest in interdisciplinary studies has led
her to start a teen-led organization working to spread awareness about our connection to the
oceans and increase ocean literacy levels, both locally and internationally. Thriving Corals has
since then received an award in the 2020 Bowseat Ocean Awareness Competition and continues to
grow as more teens, educators and scientists join to work on the different programs run by the
project.

Mireya Carrillo Garcia, Project Coordinator, Amigos de Sian Ka'an
Mireya is a Biologist, Master in Science degree in Natural Resources and Rural Development. For
more than 7 years he has been implementing diverse conservation projects in Chiapas and
Quintana Roo, Mexico. She works together with communities to promote conservation actions,
environmental education, citizen science and birdwatching, with a constructivist approach. She
collaborates with Amigos de Sian Ka'an since 2017.

Nori Velázquez Juárez, Project collaborator, Amigos de Sian Ka'an
Nori holds a Bachelor's degree in Sustainable Coastal Management from the National Autonomous
University of Mexico. She has worked in diverse institutions related to the integral management of
karst sinkholes and coastal ecosystems, community development, environmental education,
community science, and sustainable tourism. Today, she is a collaborator in the Water Conservation
Program at Amigos de Sian Ka’an.
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